Homes, Aircraft Damaged
Mortars Hit Major U.S. Base

By Harry Grant, Special to The Oklahoma Journal

In a pre-dawn attack early yesterday morning, U.S. military installations near Bagdad, Iraq, were hit by a series of mortar rounds fired by Iraqi forces. The attack, which occurred at about 0330 hours, resulted in the deaths of at least 15 American soldiers and the destruction of several aircraft. The attack was the latest in a series of attacks against U.S. military targets in the region.

In Washington, D.C., President George W. Bush issued a statement condemning the attack and expressing condolences to the families of the victims. He called for an immediate and robust response to the attack, and urged the international community to do more to support the U.S. military in its efforts to maintain stability in the region.

The attack is the latest in a series of attacks against U.S. military targets in the region, including the December 11th attack on an American military complex in Fallujah. The United States has been increasing its military presence in the region in recent months, in response to the growing threat posed by insurgent groups in Iraq.

The attack has sparked a diplomatic crisis, with many countries expressing concern about the security situation in the region. The United States has been working to build international support for its military efforts, and has been seeking to increase international engagement in the region.

In other news, a nationwide search is underway for a missing person believed to be in the area of the attack. The person was last seen in the vicinity of the military base earlier yesterday morning.

County Lawmakers Lead Battle
Last-Ditch Fight Loses On Remap

By Jack Miller, Special to The Oklahoma Journal

In a last-ditch effort to prevent the passage of a new political map, county lawmakers in Oklahoma have been leading a battle against the proposed changes. The proposal, which was introduced by the state legislature, would have greatly altered the boundaries of many county districts, potentially affecting the power dynamics of local governments.

The battle has been fierce, with county leaders and residents from across the state mobilizing to oppose the changes. The legislation has been met with widespread concern, with many local officials expressing concern about the impact it could have on their ability to serve their communities.

The proposal was met with widespread concern, with many local officials expressing concern about the impact it could have on their ability to serve their communities.

Taking That

Good Government efforts to resist map changes are a significant threat to the success of the proposal. The map changes could lead to significant changes in representation, potentially affecting the ability of local officials to serve their communities.

Design Spreads, Kills In Tree Roads

By Ray Johnson, Special to The Oklahoma Journal

A design spread yesterday that hit a tree and destroyed a large section of a road, killing a young child and injuring several others. The child died at the scene, while several others were taken to the hospital with serious injuries.

The incident occurred on the outskirts of a small town, when a design spread struck a tree and caused the tree to fall onto the road. Emergency responders were quickly on the scene, but the child died before they could be taken to the hospital.

The incident has sparked a debate about the safety of design spreads, with some calling for greater regulation and oversight of the industry. The incident has also raised questions about the impact of design spreads on the environment, and the potential for further incidents to occur.

The incident has sparked a debate about the safety of design spreads, with some calling for greater regulation and oversight of the industry. The incident has also raised questions about the impact of design spreads on the environment, and the potential for further incidents to occur.

In other news, a major new design spread has been approved by the state, freeing up a significant amount of land for development.

Bears Lvet To Unfreeze Roof Damage

By John Smith, Special to The Oklahoma Journal

A bear was found yesterday that has been trapped on a roof for several days. The bear was discovered by a passerby who spotted it on the roof of a house in a residential area.

The bear has been causing problems for the residents, who have been unable to use their roof for several days due to the bear's presence. The city has been working to remove the bear, but it has proven difficult due to the bear's mobility.

The incident has sparked a debate about the safety of bears in urban areas, with some calling for greater efforts to protect residents and prevent similar incidents from occurring in the future.

The incident has sparked a debate about the safety of bears in urban areas, with some calling for greater efforts to protect residents and prevent similar incidents from occurring in the future.

In other news, a new study has found that bears are becoming more prevalent in urban areas, as they seek out new sources of food and shelter.

Nude Coed Falls, Dies

By Michael Anderson, Special to The Oklahoma Journal

A nude coed was found dead yesterday in a wooded area near a popular park. The incident has sparked a debate about the safety of nude coeds in public areas, with some calling for greater efforts to protect them and prevent similar incidents from occurring in the future.

The incident has sparked a debate about the safety of nude coeds in public areas, with some calling for greater efforts to protect them and prevent similar incidents from occurring in the future.

In other news, a new study has found that nude coeds are becoming more prevalent in public areas, as they seek out new sources of entertainment and recreation.

Judge Bids For New Trial

By Anna Lee, Special to The Oklahoma Journal

A judge has announced her decision to bid for a new trial in a high-profile case involving a nude coed. The judge has been under intense pressure to make a decision, and has been accused of being biased in her handling of the case.

The judge has been under intense pressure to make a decision, and has been accused of being biased in her handling of the case.

In other news, a new study has found that judges are becoming more prevalent in the legal system, as they seek out new sources of power and influence.

But Chandler Wants It In Federal Court

By John Johnson, Special to The Oklahoma Journal

A judge has announced her decision to bid for a new trial in a high-profile case involving a nude coed. The judge has been under intense pressure to make a decision, and has been accused of being biased in her handling of the case.

The judge has been under intense pressure to make a decision, and has been accused of being biased in her handling of the case.

In other news, a new study has found that judges are becoming more prevalent in the legal system, as they seek out new sources of power and influence.

In other news, a new study has found that judges are becoming more prevalent in the legal system, as they seek out new sources of power and influence.

But Chandler Wants It In Federal Court
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Kerr Keep...
Disputes Enter OAS Meeting

Pioneering Proposal
Midwest City Ready For Bond Issue Vote

Robert Phillips Service Tuesday
Mrs. Sherburne Service Tuesday
Ted King Rites Set

Congressman Starts 10th Term

Steed Holds Power Seat On U.S. Appropriations

Fleming Resigns As Moore Editor

Zenith DON'T DISCARD YOUR OLD TV...
COLOR TRADE-IN SALE!
YOUR OLD TV IS WORTH UP TO $50 TRADE-IN
ON A NEW ZENITH GIANT RECTANGULAR HAND-CRATED COLOR TV

Former Marina Oswald Prefers Quiet Living

When you plan a computer system...
Editorials

State Editors Say

Shabby U.S. Episode

Democratic Women Plan
Annual Tea Here Today

The PEOPLE'S Voice

Bob Considine
How To Become
A Millionaire

Mike's Wisdom
Now Recognized

Today's Pow Wow
Speaker's Notes and Questions

Bill Tharp
Miwka's Widower Days Flying?

ANNIVERSARY PROGRESS report on private schools

FBI, CIA, MI-6, WHITE YOUSSEF

RENTED

FAST RESULTS
THROUGH LOW COST READER REACHER
JOURNAL WANTS ADS

DAYLIGHT
TIME CALLED
GC MUST

450 Years Ago
Da Vinci Had Key To Halting Flood

LEE'S GREAT
Magnavox
ONCE-A-YEAR FACTORY-AUTHORIZED
ANNUAL SALE
SAVE UP TO $100
on many magnificent and exciting models!

Enjoy the advanced COLOR TV that brings you brilliant, pure color
AUTOMATICALLY!

SMALL-COLOR is magazine size, only 4 1/2" wide. Even a new line of
COLOR TV's is now available in smaller sizes. The prices are lower
now and many models are on sale. If you want to save money, check
out these small, colorful TV's. They're just as good as the bigger size
models. And they're easier to fit into your home. The picture is clear
and sharp, the sound is clear and true. These small models are
available in many styles and sizes. Ask your dealer for details.

CALL TODAY. OR 2-3322

2074 Broadway
2074 Broadway
306 E. 157 St.
New York 24, N.Y.
New York 24, N.Y.
306 E. 157 St.
Open 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. Weekdays
ANDRETTI WINS DAYTONA

Lorenzen Trails By 22 Seconds

Whittaker Wins Classic

Bison, Eagles Clash Tuesday

‘Drummer Boy’ Houston’s Hope

Sooners Visit K-State
Prep Cage Finals Unfold At Tulsa

Phil Ford

* Maturity

Alcindor Pours In 61

College Basketball Standings

Sports Brief:

Howard Ends Holdout

Batemen Tasted For Headaches

Mat Regionals Begin Friday

DISCOUNT TROPHY'S

66%Discount
Players • Wives • Instructors
Call CE 5-7527
303-Ballroom

What Will Happen To You Today? See Below

Oklahoma University of Technology

BRINGING YOU
THE OLDEST NAME IN COLOR TV
FROM

RCA Victor

Dick Christian's
Professional Service
FREE - delivery
FREE - Complete Installation
FREE - 90 days service
FREE - 90 day service parts
All By Our Own
Permission
EVANS HOME FURNISHINGS

SHOWROOM EXPANSION EVENT

EVANS
Home Furnishings
800 S. Western

EVANS OPENS SOUTHWEST'S LARGEST TV AND STEREO CENTER

CURTIS-MATHES SAYS

"Evans Home Furnishings has now become our largest dealer" is the Southwest that makes them our most important dealer. We have opened 12 new expanded departments to now bring you the largest furniture showroom in America. Over 2 city blocks of furniture display.

The largest selection of furniture, appliances, carpet and bedding in the United States. Color, style, quality, and quantity at the best prices you have never seen before.

All of our major manufacturers have joined us in this expansion celebration to bring you furniture and appliance values like you have never seen before.

SPECIAL
1 ONLY

$989.99

STEREO
MODERN

PORTABLE TV

COLOR TV

SPECIAL
3 ONLY

$449.99

COLOR TV COMBINATION WITH AM/FM RADIO AND SPEED STEREO
We have 3 of these $995.00 each general entertainment cabinets in a variety of colors. They are in excellent condition and are priced at only $449.99 each.

SPECIAL
2 ONLY

$399.99

BLACK & WHITE TV

SPECIAL
1 ONLY

A CURTIS-MATHES CUSTOM COLLECTION CONTEMPORARY COLOR CONSOLE
31" wide, 16" deep, 24" high. Glass front television cabinet. $750 list price. Now only $399.99.

SPECIAL
2 ONLY

$499.99

BLACK & WHITE COMBO
BLACK & WHITE TV and black and white record player. $600 list price. Now only $499.99.

SPECIAL
1 ONLY

$299.99

ASSORTED BLACK AND WHITE TV SETS IN GENUINE MAPLE COLONIAL
Spring, Summer Dates Set

March, May Dates Set By Pairs

Mommy and Me Shoes

Gay, Colorful, Hawaiian!

Diane Durland Is Wed

Vows Said For Couple In Church

State Home Is Planned By Johnsons

Open Look Is For Summer: 'Shoe With Cool'... It's News

Rothschilds

Soft, Cool!

Corelli, Woven Stacks

Red, White and Blue

Hooyar for T&C's

Fashion Staff

Crums Shoes

Mother To Be

The Stork Shop

Symphony From Tulsa To Appear

Cool Shoe...

Ladies Shoes 1 Floor Department, Towr First Floor Square

Hemenway

Vi 3-9408

First Lady

Rothschild

Leather Shoes 1 Floor Department, 11th Floor Square

Fashion Staff

Leather Shoes 1 Floor Department, 1st Floor Square
Cityans Seek Snow-Covered Peaks

AT FLORSHEIM YOU'RE A GUEST BEFORE YOU'RE A CUSTOMER

Sandals, Thongs Return

Colorful Showy fashions to lead the Easter Parade

Fresh and Pretty as a Spring Bouquet

John A. Brown Co.

Easter time is children's shoe time

Emmer

O'Rear's

Charge it with your Liberty Card

Buy now on our Lay-away Plan

Free Solids for Good Shoes

Fresno Furniture & Appliances

Elevators

Forrest Furniture

Emmer

Bridwell Furniture

O'Rear's

Emmer

O'REAR'S

FLORSHEIM SHOE SHOP

社ially Seen

Speak, Talk, Fashion

En Route to Ski Fox

FLORSHEIM SHOE SHOP

Socially Seen by J. Ann Moore
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to the women of Oklahoma City...

a very special invitation from

Vandevers of Tulsa

to our showing of the exclusive

collection d'arts

original "prêt-a-porter"
fashions

opening, Tuesday or Wednesday

at this event:

11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
with informal modeling and two

the entire store, Vandevers of Tulsa square

tours and prices

Good morning, ladies... and to a select audience in

Vandevers, we bring a unique opportunity to view the latest in spring fashion. Our new collection, "Collection d'arts," features original "prêt-a-porter" fashions that are sure to make a statement in Oklahoma City.

Join us on Tuesday or Wednesday to experience the elegance of our new collection. Our store is located at 123 Main Street, Tulsa, Oklahoma. We are open 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. for your viewing pleasure.

Don't miss your chance to be among the first to see these exclusive fashions. We look forward to welcoming you to our spring fashion event.

Vandevers, Tulsa Downtown, Utica Square, Southroads, Bartlesville

Robert Hall

Spring Sale

STARTS TODAY, THRU SATURDAY, MARCH 11th

Bustling with exciting new Spring and Easter fashions... with wonderful family clothing buys too! See big, breathtaking selections... new-fangled styles, suiting! Come... have the shopping time of your life!

COLLINS HOUSE

123 Main St., Tulsa 45

Open Daily 10-9 Tuesday-Saturday

Call Toll Free 1-800-XXX-XXXX
superb fabric and details!

**LUXURIOUS CLASSIC COAT**

comparable value 26.95

21.99

Perfectly tailored and a buttery-soft blend of wool, mohair and cashmere at a bargain price! Back-tack stitching, fine-wale, self-lined, bodice, back-pleated skirt, fully lined, back vent. Sizes 5 to 12.

Several styles available in plus sizes 4 to 13.

**NEW-DESIGN ACRYLIC COATS**

laminated diagonal-weave fabrics... spirited colors!

Excitingly new back-tack styled, important textured-fabrics with laminated diagonal-weave. Envision an adorable robe today... all this fine fashion and quality at our wonderfully low price! Chic ready with easy-to-slide back panel, wide bugle shapings, interesting pockets, eye-catching beltline. Back-tack color contrasts.

Sizes 3-11, 8-13, 16-18.

comparable value 18.95

14.99

USE OUR CONVENIENT LAYAWAY PLAN... NO EXTRA CHARGE

**PANTSUITS plus SKIRT**

California 3-pc. bonded knits!

16.88

comp. value 31

BLACK-WHITE CHECKED COTTON

with “antique gold” metal flat bracelet;

13.88

comp. value 17.95

comp. value 17.95

BULKY-COLOR RIBBED ORION

acrylic with “ring-a-ding-ding” trim from the back and front color and

BLAZER-WHITE CHECKED COTTON

with “antique gold”

valentino belt... eye-catching

suit jacket with sueded pockets. 6 to 16. 8 to 16.

USE OUR CONVENIENT LAYAWAY PLAN

**RAIN-or-SHINE COATS**

two most-in-demand styles!

9.88

comparable value 12.85

ANDY’ RAYON AND COTTON

emulating belted military style with

SUEDE JACKET

superb leather-look

imported fabric!

10.88

comp. value 15

comp. value 20

RAYON AND

ACETATE BLEND

imported from Italy...

chic belted style with stretchable

tie and self-covered button. 8 to 16.

Rayon is a trademark of N.C. Corp.
ITALIAN PURE WOOL DOUBLE-KNIT ORIGINAL SUITS IMPORTED FROM FLORENCE AND MILAN

$22

Once you see them you'll agree they're worth $10 to $15 more

FAMOUS JANE HUNTER SHIRTWAIST DRESSES IN DACRON-COTTON

397

Each

Our exclusive label! See what it means in these carefully tailored Dacron polyester and cotton casualls. With neck to here button front, fitted to match bottoms, choice of many fullness, roll-cuff sleeves. 10-18, 14/16, 21/24.

FABULOUS NEW NEVER-IRON "KRINKLE" BLOUSE MATED WITH JAZZY PRINT SLACKS

397

Each


THE SLACKS, Western winners with neat, broad and back pockets, wide belt loops. In figure-defating cotton slacks you love! Great prices; sizes 6-18.

SPRING NAVY AND WHITE! 2-PIECE ORLON KNIT SUIT-DRESSES...OR 4-PIECE ORLON WEEKENDER

THE 2-PIECE SUIT-DRESSES


THE 4-PIECE WEEKENDER

A whole wardrobe! Bonded Orlon acrylic knit sport jacket, cotton draw corded trousers, knit belt, pleated skirt in jacket, plus a knit coat. Sizes 6 to 14.

USE OUR CONVENIENT LAYAWAY PLAN...NO EXTRA CHARGE

Obliterate your cap. Sit for its artistic flavor
Our exciting new fashions at terrific low prices!

COORDINATED STRETCH DENIM SLACKS AND RIBBED TOPS
2 for $5

OUR OWN JANE HUNTER PERMANENT-PRESS BLOUSES
1.99
Our no-iron blouses available in Polaron® polyester or Kidrol® polyester and cotton. New Spring prints or solid tones all with self-applique buttons. Sizes 14 to 30. They're our own Little Miss Laundry washable rayons in Spring new colors! Pink, green, sizes 7 to 18.

COLOR-KEYED, LINEN-LOOK SKIRTS AND SLACKS PLUS SNAPPY NEW TOPS
597
The fresh, separate skirt styles are just the thing to brighten up your wardrobe. Skirts and slacks. Skirts 8 to 18. Multi-bracketed Cotton or Linen. Sizes 20-30. Cotton Denim, horizontal strips 'Peer Boy' or fancy-stitch tailored waist, 22-40.

THE TOPS
3.97
The sunny, warm-weather top... Dotted or polka dot, plus color coordinated in the most popular choices. Sizes 10 to 20.

PERMANENT-PRESS TAPERED SLACKS
3.99
The classic, trim-fitting trouser, 1960's style. Sizes 8 to 18.

GIRLS' NO-IRON DRESSES...
SPECIALTY PRETTY AND PRETTY SPECIAL AT THESE PRICES!

sizes 3-6x
sizes 7-14
2.97
comparable value 3.97
3.97
comparable value 4.97

Two handsome dress from a group in a polyester-cotton blend! Plain or solid or checked and solid combinations with pretty sleeves, bow or bow, swing skirts and more. Best of all, they're Hall-Prest...machine washable and no-iron ever!

TODDLERS' NEVER-IRON DRESSES
Enduring quality at great prices. Sizes 1 to 3. Retail value 2.97 1.97

DYED-TO-MATCH SPRING SEPARATES... WHAT NEW SWINGERS, WHAT VALUES!

THE 2-BUTTON JACKET with matching pants.
THE 3-BUTTON JACKET with matching pants.
THE 2-BUTTON TAPERED TAILORED BLOUSE.
THE 3-BUTTON TAPERED TAILORED BLOUSE.
THE 2-BUTTON TAPERED BUTTON CUFF SLEEVE.
THE 3-BUTTON TAPERED BUTTON CUFF SLEEVE.
THE 3-BUTTON TAPERED BUTTON CUFF SLEEVE.

NO-IRON FRILLY LACE BLOUSES AT A TINY PRICE
1.97
comparable value 2.97

Lavish fancy lace, one more prettier than the next! Dotted or Kidrol® polyester and cotton in delicate white. Finishes at one tiny price! Sizes 1 to 16.

NO-IRON LACE-LAVISHED SLIPS, BIG DOUBLE VALUE!
2 for $3
Regularly 1.97 each

Permanent press Kidrol® polyester and cotton slips lavishly lace! Washed in colors with built in adjustable shoulder strap. White, sizes 4 to 18. Buy now, save!
**FAMOUS AQUA-HAVEN® CRAVENETTE TREATED ALL-WEATHER COATS**

amazing low price...

$9.88

You can't afford to pass up this season's hot new piece! Water-repellent cotton plaid or check in all-poplin back or olive twill. Fully lined. Fitted, shapely styling is sure to please.

*PREP SIZE 12-20...32.99* 

COMPARABLE VALUES INCORPORATED PLUS WE ALWAYS PAY AS WE KNOW

**QUALITY-TAILORED CONTINENTAL AND NY SUITS**

comparable value 14.99...

$14.99

Hand tailored, in 5-button lay suits and 2 or 3-button continental models. Black or brown, wool or cotton. 

*PREP SIZE 12-20...57.99* 

COMPARABLE VALUES INCORPORATED PLUS WE ALWAYS PAY AS WE KNOW

**SPRING'S LEADING JACKETS!**

**THE BASEBALL WARM-UP JACKET**

THE PLAID-TO-NYLON REVERSIBLE

comparable value $6.99...

$3.99 each

THE WARM-UP... cornish cotton-wool with 100% cotton plaid reverses to solid cotton nylon. 

THE REVERSIBLE...

*USE OUR CONVENIENT LAYAWAY PLAN... NO EXTRA CHARGE*

**HALL-PREST® NO-IRON DENIM JEANS**

comparable value $3.99...

$2.98 each

Leather-like, polyester/cotton blend. Starred shirts in or out. Regular and trim sizes 6-18.

**HALL-PREST® NO-IRON KNIT SHIRTS**

comparable value $6.99...

$3.99 each

Entire stock! Cotton, cotton-linen, polyester/cotton models. Sizes 10-18...

**HALL-PREST® NO-IRON DRESS SLACKS**

comparable value $7.99...

$3.99 each

They stop "just caused" - cannot! Rayon-cotton-nylon blend. Pre-shrunk, 4-60... Sizes 10-18...

**SMARTLY STYLED SPORTCOATS, BLAZERS IN LIGHTWEIGHT FABRICS**

Singed price for boys of all ages.

Take your pick of 100% cotton plaid, polyester/cotton models. Regular or slim sizes 10-18.

Take your pick of 100% cotton plaid, polyester/cotton models. Regular or slim sizes 10-18.

HALL-PREST® NO-IRON DENIM JEANS

comparable value $3.99...

$2.98 each

Leather-like, polyester/cotton blend. Starred shirts in or out. Regular and trim sizes 6-18.

**EXPERTLY TAILORED LUXURY FABRIC SPORTCOATS, BLAZERS**

comparable value $14.99...

$11.99 each

Expertly tailored, pure-cotton, wool or cotton, wool or polyester/cotton. Models, trim sizes 8-12...

**BOYS' BELTS**

comparable value $3.99...

$99c

Great look, extra-long ties, boots, at no extra charge.

**BOYS' TIES**

comparable value $9.99...

$99c

Red-tilt, brown, black, style c112. Top selection.

**EASTER BUYS, EXTRAS-SIZED FOR EXTRA SAVINGS!**

**HALL-PREST® NO-IRON SNAPPY PLAIN SHIRTS**

comparable value $2.99...

$1.99 each

100% cotton, long-sleeve, short-sleeve. Sizes 10-18...

**HALL-PREST® NO-IRON STRIPES, DOTS, PAISLEYS**

comparable value $4.99...

$2.99 each

ALL-SIZE STOCK! Cotton-cotton, polyester/cotton models. Sizes 10-18...

**REG. 1.99**

**HALL-PREST® NO-IRON DRESS SLACKS**

big value!...

$3.99 each

They stop "just caused" - cannot! Rayon-cotton-nylon blend. Pre-shrunk, 4-60... Sizes 10-18...

**HALL-PREST® NO-IRON DENIM SHIRTS**

comparable value $6.99...

$3.99 each

Leather-like, polyester/cotton blend. Starred shirts in or out. Regular and slim sizes 6-18.

Take your pick of 100% cotton plaid, polyester/cotton models. Regular or slim sizes 10-18.

Take your pick of 100% cotton plaid, polyester/cotton models. Regular or slim sizes 10-18.

HALL-PREST® NO-IRON DENIM JEANS

comparable value $3.99...

$2.98 each

Leather-like, polyester/cotton blend. Starred shirts in or out. Regular and trim sizes 6-18.

HALL-PREST® NO-IRON DRESS SLACKS

comparable value $7.99...

$3.99 each

Entire stock! Cotton, cotton-linen, polyester/cotton models. Sizes 4-60... Sizes 10-18...

**EASTER BUYS, EXTRAS-SIZED FOR EXTRA SAVINGS!**

**HALL-PREST® NO-IRON SNAPPY PLAIN SHIRTS**

comparable value $2.99...

$1.99 each

100% cotton, long-sleeve, short-sleeve. Sizes 10-18...

**HALL-PREST® NO-IRON STRIPES, DOTS, PAISLEYS**

comparable value $4.99...

$2.99 each

ALL-SIZE STOCK! Cotton-cotton, polyester/cotton models. Sizes 10-18...

**REG. 1.99**

**HALL-PREST® NO-IRON DRESS SLACKS**

big value!...

$3.99 each

They stop "just caused" - cannot! Rayon-cotton-nylon blend. Pre-shrunk, 4-60... Sizes 10-18...

**HALL-PREST® NO-IRON DENIM SHIRTS**

comparable value $6.99...

$3.99 each

Leather-like, polyester/cotton blend. Starred shirts in or out. Regular and slim sizes 6-18.

Take your pick of 100% cotton plaid, polyester/cotton models. Regular or slim sizes 10-18.

Take your pick of 100% cotton plaid, polyester/cotton models. Regular or slim sizes 10-18.

HALL-PREST® NO-IRON DENIM JEANS

comparable value $3.99...

$2.98 each

Leather-like, polyester/cotton blend. Starred shirts in or out. Regular and trim sizes 6-18.

HALL-PREST® NO-IRON DRESS SLACKS

comparable value $7.99...

$3.99 each

Entire stock! Cotton, cotton-linen, polyester/cotton models. Sizes 4-60... Sizes 10-18...
NEW & EXCITING VALUE-PRICED SPECIALS FOR MEN!

SPORTIME® LIGHTWEIGHT SPORTCOATS IN PLAIDS, CHECKS, STRIPES, SOLIDS!

The selection is sensational! You'll find Dacron® polyester-cotton plaids, checks, or crisp-looking neomatex stripes; solidefex; ragged denim look; nylon blends; herringbone shadecloths; and more! 2 and 3 button models in sizes for regular, short, long. ($5-56).

COMpletely ALTERATIONS INCLUDED.

14 88
Save 20% comp. value 19 95

LOOK HOW LITTLE YOU PAY FOR THESE SMARTLYStyled ALL-PURPOSE JACKETS!

PLAID-TO-NYLON REVERSIBLE

Sheik water and weather! Corded cotton plaidPLICED TO nylon safety. Guaranteed washable. Flying colors. $5-46.

"GLEN-DOUGLAS" GOLFER

Hall Prestigiously permanent polyester-cotton blends are the ideal golf clothes and colors. Ideal for outdoor wear. Sizes M, L, XL.

FAMOUS HALL-PREST® NEVER-IRON SLACKS FOR ALL OCCASIONS!

RAYON-ACETATE NYLON MEN'S DRESS SLACKS

5 95

COTTON-POLYESTER CASUALS

Permanently pressed Dacron polyester-Arivl rayon blend in the popular trim-fitting plain front model. Sizes: 34-44.

FORGET-WASH UNDERWEAR

295

Gift Set of Pure Silk Tie and Matching Handkerchief

Dacron polyester-cotton Twill print or solid colors. 8 M-5 XL. Sizes: 14-16.

REG. 3.99 BANLON® KNITS

Centerfold Ra-Lehna brand short-sleeve slacks, after washed lightweight men's sport shirts.

SPECIAL PURCHASE! SHORT SLEEVE KNITS IN LIVELY SOLIDS

1.99 and 2.29

Dacron polyester-cotton, in multi or blue with front button front closure. Sizes: M, L, XL.

PERMANENTLY PRESSED! NO-IRON SHORT SLEEVE MEN'S SPORT SHIRTS

2.77 reg. 3.99

No-iron polyester-cotton blends... solid cotton-corded in marine or blue with front button front. Sizes: M, L, XL.

REG. 3.99 WINDSOR® TIES

2 for $4

250 comp. value 3.50

GIFT SET OF PURE SILK TIE AND MATCHING HANDKERCHIEF

Windsor pure silk tie, fully lined; box with facsimile matching pocket handkerchief. Silk twill pocket and unique patterns.

REG. 3.99 CLEARANCE!

'60S fashion for today's men. Save over 20% comp. value 19 95

NEW CALF-HIGH BANLON® NYLON STRETCH SOCKS

$1 comp. value 1.29

Perfect length for wearing casuals... neue and high ribbed rib. Banded nylon top, irregular ribbed cuff in popular colors.

250 comp. value 3.50

Gift Set of Pure Silk Tie and Matching Handkerchief

Windsor pure silk tie, fully lined; box with facsimile matching pocket handkerchief. Silk twill pocket and unique patterns.
Robert Hall

Men...dress better for less!

Special low price!

FAMOUS AQUA-HAVEN® CRAVENETTE® TREATED ALL-WEATHER COATS

11.95

Water-repellent, weather-defying 100% cotton plaid or checks in crisp black or olive tones...handsomely tailored in the smart-looking fly front styling, breast rayon-lined. A versatile favorite...amazingly low-priced only at Robert Hall!

CHOICE COLLECTION OF BELTS IN GENUINE LEATHER AND FABRICS

comparable value 2.50

1.50

The selection is positively sensational...take your pick of smooth-looking top grain cowhides...colorful paisleys...up-to-the-minute fabric treatments...newest spring colors and patterns...sizes 20 to 42.

WORSTED AND SILK SHARKSKINS IN SPRING'S ZESTY NEW SHADES

59.95

Save $10 comp. value $70

COMPLETE ALTERATIONS INCLUDED

USE OUR CONVENIENT LAYAWAY PLAN...NO EXTRA CHARGE